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ON THE TOTEM-POST FROM TH11E HAIDA VILLAGE OF MASSET,
QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLANDS,' NOW ERECTED IN THE
GROUNDS OF FOX /WARREN, NEAR WEYBRIDGE.

BY EDwÂRD B. TYLOR, D.C.L, F.RS., Professor of Anthropology
in the Univêtsity of Oxford.

[WITH PLATE II.]

IN the beautiful grounds of Fox Warren, near Weybridge, the residence of
* rs. Charles Buxton, there i4et up a monument contrasting curiously with the
surrounding landscape, This is one of the huge totem-posts of the 'Haidas, the
sculptured trunk of a cedar, now rising 41 feet from the ground as shown in
Plite XII. It is understood to haie been more than 10 feet longer, but the
lower end emledded in the ground was sawn through about the ground-liue, and
the upper portion, supported by an iron framing, now rests on a foundation of
concrete. As usual, the front part is carved, the back being hollowed out so as to
reduce the heÂyy labour of raising the post into its place. In a Haida village,
native hoises have such a totem-post erected centrally in front, often with an oval
opening eut through near the base serving as a door. With these totem-posts and
the memorial posts of the dead, a view of the villages has been compared to a
harbour with ite maste seen from a distance, or, a pine forest after a great fire.
Among the most remarka>le of such villages now standing is Masset in the north
of Queen Charlotte Islands; whence the post shown in Plate XII was sent bver
some yaàrs since by Mr. Bertram Buxton. No other example of the wooden
sculptuMe of the'North-West Americans of dimensions comparable to this is to be
seen in England, so that it is desirable to place a figure of it on record for the use
of anthropoists,'with such account as is available of the meaning of its designs.

The Haidas are socially organized on tptemistic principles. They are divided
into/clans named after animale, etc., which again fall into two clan-groups named
afteý.the Eagle and the Raven. The Eagle group has as totems the eagle, raven,
froË, beaver, moon, dueli, codfish, waski (a fabulous whale), whale, owl. The Raven

group consista of the totems wolf, bear, killer-whale, skate, mountain goat, sea
lion, tsemaos (a sea monster), moon, sun, rain-bird, thunder-bird. It must not,
however, be considered that this grouping as it stands is of remote antiquity or

original invention. For though the Haidas are so closely connected in race
language and religion with the Tlingit of Ahaka that both may be taken as
slightly varied branches of the same stock, the pair of groupe, Raven and Eagle
or Raven and Wolf, have a different arrangement of totees, and the curions
anomaly that among the Haidas the raven totem belong to . Eagle group and
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